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Penny's story is the fourth in Brian L. Porter's award-winning rescue dog series and features a
tiny terrier, abandoned in a particularly cruel manner, and her subsequent adoption and life with
the author and his family.From being attacked and needing emergency surgery, to days out at
the coast, chasing seagulls, and stately homes, Penny's life in Brian's pack of rescue dogs has
never been anything but interesting and eventful. Read her charming story, a welcome addition
to the Family of Rescue Dogs series.
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Reader Editor, “Another Rescue Just In Time. Penny The Railway Pup is the 4th story in Brian L.
Porter’s Family of Rescue Dogs Series. I have read them all. I am a dog lover though my lifestyle
doesn’t allow for pets at the moment. So, I read books that include pets in the stories. When I
happened upon this author’s books about his rescue dogs, I knew I’d be reading them all.Brian
L. Porter’s writing style is very friendly and easy to follow. We learn how he and his wife, Juliet,
choose which dogs they can help. As Porter writes about the lives of these dogs, from their near
death experiences or horrific ways they are abandoned, we learn how much Brian and Juliet
care for their animals. Following the series, all of the rescue dogs need medical treatment.
Sasha, for one, endures lifetime canine epilepsy. That’s a huge responsibility to take on. Then,
when the Porters were considering adopting Penny, the star of this story, they knew Penny had a
long way to go to overcome her initial trauma.The Porters are saints on earth. Though they
cannot adopt every dog needing help, they average about a dozen dogs in their home and under
their care most of the time. Just like human children, these pets need medical attention and
other maintenance. The Porter’s love of animals seem to be the motivation for rescuing these
dogs.If you love dogs and want to read heartwarming stories, read this story focusing on Penny,
the railway pup. Read the series. Learn about Brian and Juliet and the dogs they save, and be
thankful there are selfless people like these who care.”

Angela the HONEST reviewer, “Wonderful series, great for young readers and perfect for
homeschooling. This is a sweet little series of rescued dogs. I just lost my beloved furbaby and
wanted to bring some happy endings into my life. If you love animals and want to bring some
happy ending smiles into your life then I recommend. I think this would be a great series for
young readers as well. I think there is a lesson in this series for homeschooling families. I highly
recommend.”

AvidReader, “Another great book!. I loved reading this story about Penny. It is so wonderful that
Brian and Julia rescues these dogs gives them a wonderful home. I cannot understand how
anyone could abuse these precious dogs. I have read four of the rescue books and look forward
to reading more. Thank you for sharing their story!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Penny. I absolutely love The books on Brian and Juliet’s pup family. I did
feel a bit weepy at the end of Penny’s book. Probably because Penny is getting up there in
age.Books like these kept my mind occupied during the pandemic. Thank You.”

Dee Skinnner, “Another great story of rescue. This is the fourth book I have read about a dog
being rescued and the beautiful life the Porter family has given her.”

christy, “Sweet story. Another wonderful story of how this wonderful family took in a sweet dog



that was thrown away by their owners and given a new furever home!!”

Martha A. Cheves, “Beautiful Story. "Until recently there was a gypsy encampment on the waste
ground near the railway station. There was a knock on my door and two little girls were standing
there, maybe eight to ten years old, with the older of the two holding a puppy in her arms. You
could tell they were sisters just by looking at them. They told me they'd been out playing and
saw that the gypsies had gone so they went to take a look in the field near the station where
they'd camped, in case they'd left anything behind. From the scruffy state of their clothes, their
white socks covered in mud and muck, and their dirty faces, I could tell they'd had a really good
time exploring the old gypsy site. They walked towards the railway station, and on the other side
of the fence, they saw something moving a few yards along the tracks. They soon realized it was
a little dog. They followed the fence and realized that the puppy had a rope round its neck and
that the rope was caught up on the track. They knew that if a train came along the poor little
puppy would probably be hit and killed by the engine. They climbed the fence and ran to the
puppy. It took a few minutes to free it from the track and the elder girl picked her up and
reassured her." This was the rescue of the little puppy that became Penny the Railway Pup."The
whole meaning of the word 'pet' when applied to a dog, speaks to me of a member of the family,
one who shares the home and the life of their owner, not a 'thing' to be kept outdoors in all
weathers and left to suffer in a freezing kennel or worse during the rages of winter. Even working
dogs, kept as guard dogs for example, need warmth and comfort in the depths of winter,
otherwise how can they be expected to fulfill their role of protecting their owner's property?" -
Brian L. PorterI have read all four of the Rescue Dog books and can't help but admire Author
Brian L. Porter and his family. The love, affection and care that they provide for those that
probably wouldn't make it otherwise shows me how much we forget about what we call 'our
animals.' He is totally correct in reminding us that they aren't just pets, they are members of our
own family and should be treated as so. If you're a dog lover, this is a must read book. If you
aren't a dog lover, read it anyway and maybe you'll become one.”

Michael N.Wilton, “A story to remember. Verified purchaseBrian and his wife Juliet seem to
become a focus of attention whenever a rescued puppy needs a new home. When they heard
that a pup had been rescued from a railway line they couldn’t wait to see it, egged on by their
eager children. Having already acquired a whole family of rescued dogs over the years you’d
have thought they would have been more cautious. But no, the moment they set eyes on the
black and white terrier with a long waggy tail they fell in love with her. Discarding the name
Pancake given to her by Lisa the lady at the vets who had been looking after her, they decided to
call her Penny, as she appeared to have spent most of her life in a pen.Despite settling down
without difficulty in her new home and being loved by the family and dogs alike, Penny was soon
to face a number of new challenges that she was finally able to overcome with the help and
encouragement of her owners. A delightful story and one to be recommended to anyone who



loves pets.”

CLynn, “Another Dog Welcomed!. Once again, the author has woven his magic in the telling of
Penny, yet another of his rescue dogs. Rescue might be how they start out, but much-loved
member of the family is the natural progression.Penny was discovered tied to a railway track,
hence the title. Had she not been removed from that dangerous position she’d have been killed
by a train. She was a puppy, not more than a couple of months at the time. What kind of monster
tied her there and why there!Having a delightful temperament, she fit in immediately with the
others in the ‘pack’ and with their human guardians.There’s drama and humour in this book. I
loved it, truly. If you read behind the lines you will learn so many life lessons, about responsibility,
humanity, what caring means. Also, you will learn how the welcoming dogs make this little
stranger feel at home.The author and his family have rescued many dogs. Each of those lucky
dogs was fortunate enough to have a miracle bestowed upon them. Penny, you go girl. Life has
blessed you!”

dogsrule, “Loved it. Got my book yesterday on kindle . I always read in bed normally a chapter a
night. Went to bed started to read about Penny, what happened to the chapter a night the book
had me mesmerised from the beginning, so much so I carried on reading and read it all in one
reading session.It wasn't as upsetting as his other 3 books had been but I did shed a tear in
certain parts. Penny is such a little darling and thumbs up to Harry and Juliet for taking her into
their home and giving her the life she deserves. She may be an old gal now but she still one of
the families fur babies and will be for hopefully a long time yet.Penny is a one off with a mind of
her own a proper little madam if she wants to be bless her .I loved reading about how she is
besties with Cassie the mad ferret the third book in the series ,This is the fourth book in the
series of a family of rescue dogs and i cant wait for the fifth.”

Lynn.H, “Fantastic book!. This is another rescue dog story from the pen of Brian L Porter, this
one is about Penny,who was once known as Pancake. This poor pup was rescued by two
children after being left on a railway line,hence the title. Brian and his wonderful wife Juliet took
her into their home and added Penny to their not inconsiderable brood of rescue dogs,where
she soon made herself at home. Here we get to learn about Penny's exploits and adventures. Yet
again I was up throughout the night/ morning promising myself ' just one more chapter',until I'd
finished the book! Thank you Brian for sharing your marvellous pups with us,I've whiled away
many happy hours absorbed in the pages of your books,I look forward to the next one!”

Moravian, “You'll fall in love with this wee dog.. In this fourth of Brian Porter's books about the
dogs he has rescued, we meet Penny, once known as Pancake. Written in Brian's usual upbeat
style, the reader feels as though the author is talking to them, introducing not only the dogs, but
the family as well, for Brian's wife and daughters are also part of the story.Penny has an



interesting life, full of drama from her start beside the railway to her being attacked and savaged,
and on to her happy life with her canine companions and the family that looks after her.No
spoilers; I can only say that if you are a doggy person, you will enjoy this book with its ups and
downs and dramas in the life of Penny.”

Eileen M. Thornton, “A Heart Warming Read. When Brian and his wife, Juliet, learn that a
rescued puppy needed a new home, they immediately set out to see the dog. It seems that the
pup had been rescued from a railway line by two young children. Of course, Brian and Juliet,
who already had several rescued dogs at home, fell in love with the pup the moment they saw
it.Nevertheless, despite now having a safe and wonderful new home, there were some new
challenges Penny had to overcome.This is such a delightful read. Those readers who hate to
see, or even read about the bad treatment of animals, will enjoy this wonderful, true story of how
a dog's life was turned around. You may even want to follow up Brian and Juliet's devotion to
rescued dogs, by checking out his other books in the series.”

The book by Brian L. Porter has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 202 people have provided feedback.
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